ALICE: To*

That is, these words make the source sentence longer or shorter than the TM sentence.

("That" "is" "," "these" "words" "make" "the" "source" "sentence" "longer" "or" "shorter" "than" "the" "TM" "sentence")

;; GC: 349602 words [1398408 bytes] of dynamic storage in use.
;; 109148 words [436592 bytes] of free storage available before a GC.
;; 567690 words [2271892 bytes] of free storage available if GC is disabled.

Parsing time: 46.30783 seconds.
String length: 16
Chart size: 142
spanning edges are: NIL
Chart size: 142

Fragment No. 1
>From 0 To 1

(DET "That")

Fragment No. 2
>From 1 To 2

(UNK-CAT "is")

Fragment No. 3
>From 2 To 3

(UNK-CAT ",")

Fragment No. 4
>From 3 To 10

(SENT
   (VP-ACT (V-TR (MP (DET "these") (NOUN "words")(V-BITR "make")))
       (MP (DET "the") (NOUN (ADJ "source") (NOUN "sentence")(V-BITR "make")))
   (MP "longer")))

Fragment No. 5
>From 10 To 12

((NOUN MOD) (UNK-CAT "or") (NOUN "shorter"))

Fragment No. 6
>From 12 To 16

(MP (MP-MOD "than") (MP (DET "the")
   (NOUN (NOUN MOD) "TM") (NOUN "sentence")))
That is, these words make the source sentence longer or shorter than the TM sentence.

"<That> is" 
"that is" ↔ ADV ADVL @ADV
"<these>" 
"these" DET CENTRAL DEM PL @DM
"<word>" 
"word" N NOM PL @SUBJ
"<make>" 
"make" <SVOC/A> <SVOC/N> <SVOC/A> <SVO> <SV>
 <InfComp> <P/for> <P/for> V PRES -SG -VP -N @FMAINV
"<the>" 
"the" <Def> DET CENTRAL ART SG/PL @DM
"<source>" 
"source" N NOM SG @NN
"<sentence>" 
"sentence" N NOM SG @OBJ
"<longer>" 
"longer" A CMP @PCOMPL -O
"<or>" 
"or" CC @CC
"<shorter>" 
"shorter" A CMP @PCOMPL -S @PCOMPL -O @NOM
"<than>" 
"than" PREP @OBJ
"<the>" 
"the" <Def> DET CENTRAL ART SG/PL @DM
"<TM>" 
"TM" ↔ ABBR NOM SG @NN
"<sentence>" 
"sentence" N NOM SG @P
"<\>"
LPARSER: T6 (Analysis III)

That is, these words make the source sentence longer or shorter than the TM sentence.

Not accepted (no linkage exists)
That is, these words make the source sentence longer or shorter than the TM sentence.

;; time: 0.39 sec.
;; Fragments: 3

(S
  (MP ($bar ($ That)))
  is
  ,
  (CP ($bar (IP
    (MP
      (Det these)
      ($bar ($ words)))
    ($bar (V ($ V_IP
      (V$IP make)
      (IP
        (MP
          (Det the)
          ($bar ($ source sentence)))
        ($bar (AP
          (AP ($bar (A longer)))
        )
        or
        (AP ($bar (A shorter)
          ($ PP ($bar (P
            (P than)
            ($MP
              (Det the)
              ($bar ($ TM sentence)))))))))))))))))))

.)
That is, these words make the source sentence longer or shorter than the TM sentence.

(S (S (NP (PR that)) (VP (BP (BE) (NP (POST_AFP (NP (RELMOD2 (NP (PRO these)))))))) (S (THATLESSREL (S (NP (PR a) (NP (RELMOD1 (NP (PRO these)))))) (VP (BP (BP (MSLASH1b) make) (NP (RELMOD1 (NP (PRO these)))))))) (COORD (A1 longer) (A2 shorter))) (P (a than) (NP (RELMOD1 (NP (COMPOUND1 source sentence))))))
SEXTANT: T6 (Analysis I)*

That is, these words make the source sentence longer or shorter than the TM sentence.

```
116 -- 0 That that DET 0 0
116 VP 101 is is BE 1 0
116 -- 0 , CM 2 0
116 NP 3 these these DET 3 1 4 (word) DET
116 NP* 3 words word NOUN 4 0
116 VP 102 make make INF 5 1 4 (word) SUBJ
116 NP 4 the the DET 6 1 8 (sentence) DET
116 NP 4 source source NOUN 7 1 8 (sentence) NN
116 NP* 4 sentence sentence NOUN 8 1 5 (make) DOBJ
116 NP 4 longer longer ADJ 9 1 11 (short) ADJ
116 NP 4 or or CC 10 0
116 NP* 4 shorter short ADJ 11 2 8 (sentence) ADJ 5 (make) DOBJ
116 -- 0 than than CS 12 0
116 NP 5 the the DET 13 1 15 (sentence) DET
116 NP 5 TM TM NOUN 14 1 15 (sentence) NN
116 NP* 5 sentence sentence NOUN 15 0
116 -- 0 . . . 16 0
```
DESPAR: T6 (Analysis I)

That is, these words make the source sentence longer or shorter than the TM sentence.

```
WDT  that 1 --> 6 [ SUB
VBZ  is  2 --> 1 ]
,    3 --> 2 -
DT   these  4 --> 5 [
NNS  words  5 --> 6 + SUB
VBP  make  6 --> 17 ]
DT   the  7 --> 9 [
NN  source  8 --> 9 +
NN  sentence  9 --> 6 + OBJ
RBR  longer 10 --> 6 ]
CC   or 11 --> 10 -
JJR  shorter 12 --> 11 -
IN   than 13 --> 12 -
DT   the 14 --> 16 [
JJ   tm 15 --> 16 +
NN  sentence 16 --> 13 +
.   17 --> 0 ]
```
That is, these words make the source sentence longer or shorter than the TM sentence.

2 analyses in 3 seconds with TOSCA-ICE/W0.3.950102
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<tr>
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<td>Wood, M. M., 51</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Tagset, simplification, 146</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Zaenen, A., 144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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<td>Ting, C., 171</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokenisation with Unix lex, 143</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokenisation, 34</td>
<td>connective, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokenization, 143</td>
<td>contextually appropriate analysis, 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomita, M., 111</td>
<td>coordination, 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace, 42</td>
<td>direct speech, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transducers, finite-state, 144</td>
<td>discourse element, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treebank, 33</td>
<td>elliptical clause, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-level rules, 144</td>
<td>enclitic forms, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown Words, parsing sentences with, 124</td>
<td>end-of-noun-phrase-postmodifier marker, 192</td>
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<td>Unknown Word, 169</td>
<td>existential sentence, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utterance, distinguished from sentence, 9</td>
<td>extraposed sentence, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbs, auxiliary, 150</td>
<td>formal grammar, 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Strip Grammar, 35</td>
<td>formulaic expression, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Strip Grammar, 45</td>
<td>grammar-based parser, 181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical format, 40</td>
<td>immediate constituent structure, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viterbi algorithm, 167</td>
<td>imperative sentence, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary, financial domain, 53</td>
<td>interrogative sentence, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vogel, C., 130</td>
<td>labelled tree, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voutilainen, A., 142</td>
<td>lexicon, 185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voutilainen, A., 52</td>
<td>lookahead, 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voutilainen, A., 61</td>
<td>overspecification, 194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSJ Corpus, 167</td>
<td>parse selection, 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSJ Corpus, 171</td>
<td>parse selection, 190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall Street Journal Corpus, 167</td>
<td>parse trees, 184</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
preposed complement, 188
preposed object, 188
raising, 188
reaction signal, 188
rule-based component, 186
shared forest, 184
subject-verb inversion, 188
tag correction, 191
tag selection, 182
tokenization, 183
tokenizer, 185
two-level grammar, 186
verbless clause, 188